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       I'm pretty comfortable with my body. I'm imperfect. The imperfections
are there. People are going to see them, but I take the view you only
live once. 
~Kate Hudson

Only in failure do you reach success. You can only get to the good stuff
when you've done the hard stuff. 
~Kate Hudson

When you see something, you are supposed to tell the energy what
year it is and that they don't belong there. 
~Kate Hudson

I'm not really single. I mean I am, but i have a son. Being a single
mother is different from being a single woman. 
~Kate Hudson

Being active and good health is the most important beauty regime
because that will affect you for the rest of your life. 
~Kate Hudson

I do think that there is an innocence to people who are searching for
things. It's a beautiful thing when you leave yourself vulnerable to
discover anything and everything. 
~Kate Hudson

You have to know what you need. You need someone who's going to
really push you hard. But they also need to understand that,
emotionally, sometimes today's not the day to push so hard. 
~Kate Hudson

You don't wear stuff for other people; you've got to wear it for yourself. 
~Kate Hudson
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The reason I trust so much is that I don't feel like I have anything to
hide. If somebody betrays that trust, it could never be so bad, because I
don't keep any secrets. 
~Kate Hudson

Never worry about bad press. All that matters is if they spell your name
right. 
~Kate Hudson

The happier I am, the better my skin is. Any woman knows when they
are over exerting themselves, whether it is emotionally or physically,
you can see it on your face. 
~Kate Hudson

I got so much advice; I just started tuning it out. If one more person told
me what I had to do when the baby comes, I was going to shoot 'em. 
~Kate Hudson

I'm superstitious ... but not like wear the same underwear for two weeks
superstitious. 
~Kate Hudson

Honesty will never break you. 
~Kate Hudson

I try to give everyone options because no matter what you think you're
going to wear, what you actually put on depends totally on how you
feel. 
~Kate Hudson

I did not like leaving them when they were little or big. You have to have
priorities regarding what you will allow to take you away from your kid. 
~Kate Hudson
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I've had friends who've lied to me, I've had friends who've done things
behind my back, I've had people steal from me - and it doesn't stop me
from trusting. 
~Kate Hudson

You Can't Lose Something You Never Had 
~Kate Hudson

Just as it takes work to be in a relationship, so it takes work to not be in
a relationship. 
~Kate Hudson

Your children teach you so much. It's a real mirror of yourself. 
~Kate Hudson

I'd like to be able to experience things. That's the best thing for my work
- to be somebody who does get to travel and observe people. 
~Kate Hudson

I think for all the women who are working parents it's difficult to balance
your work-life and your home-life. You make obvious sacrifices
because you really just want to be with your family. 
~Kate Hudson

I don't believe [monogamy] is realistic. But, I believe that we, as people,
have the power to make it happen. 
~Kate Hudson

I have a big, flamboyant, open personality, which I think is why people
may be saying these nice things about me. 
~Kate Hudson

I'm not afraid of heights. I rock climb. I can repel off the side of a
building. 
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~Kate Hudson

I smoke, isn't that terrible? 
~Kate Hudson

Do you know what a blessing it is to make movies that make people
happy? 
~Kate Hudson

I'm working 18 hour days and I'm feeling guilty not being able to be
there when all those times I want to be mother. 
~Kate Hudson

~My favorite thing about my son is that he comes home from school
and the clothes go flying! Like, clothes off, right down to the undies.~ 
~Kate Hudson

I'm not a big fan of romantic comedies, believe it or not... 
~Kate Hudson

I sometimes feel like when you're talking to boys, they just hear certain
keywordsâ€¦ But if you had a bubble above their head, they'd be
thinking about game scores, masturbation and food. 
~Kate Hudson

I have never done a thriller, and it will just be really fun for me to heave
and pant and run and climb and break windows and scream every once
in a while 
~Kate Hudson

I went on countless auditions. I begged my parents until I finally was
allowed to be in a theatrical play when I was 13. It was the most
important thing in my life 
~Kate Hudson
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I realized that my skin was always the best when I had only been
cleaning it, I hadn't been moisturizing that much and I hadn't been
going to a facialist. 
~Kate Hudson

I auditioned on my own. I tried to make a mark for myself without
anybody's help, not even Mom's 
~Kate Hudson

I'm a sappy romantic. I don't kiss until the 40th date. I really like to take
it slow. I'll present you with a piÃ±ata with my hopes and dreams. 
~Kate Hudson

You do get the pregnant mush-brain... you know what it's like? It's like
getting stoned. 
~Kate Hudson

When you're nursing and you're working 18-hour days, that's pretty
hard 
~Kate Hudson

If I think about my life, I'm not reluctant about taking chances. I'm
definitely not reluctant about relationships. 
~Kate Hudson

[What's beautiful about my mother is] her compassion, how much she
gives, whether it be to her kids and grandkids or out in the world. She's
got a sparkle. 
~Kate Hudson

If I'm not feeling good, I load on jewelry. It gives me energy and makes
me feel happy. 
~Kate Hudson
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I grew up dancing, and my ballet teacher was literally a drill sergeant;
she was so strict and so scary. And it made me a better dancer. 
~Kate Hudson

I don't like working out with lots of makeup because I don't like it getting
into my pores. 
~Kate Hudson

Alec Baldwin made us all feel like [we could] pal around with him and
come up with the best scenarios or scenarios if you're a f - king
asshole. So working with him was Alec Baldwin does it the best. 
~Kate Hudson

Alec Baldwin is an incredible... I mean this guy is a tour de force when
you talk about people that are generous and available and somebody
you could approach and I have ideas. 
~Kate Hudson

I always thought my mother was so damn cute! 
~Kate Hudson

I slather Egyptian Magic cream all over my face on overnight flights to
keep my skin hydrated. 
~Kate Hudson

I'm not interested in being fearful. I'm not a good flyer, but that doesn't
stop me. 
~Kate Hudson

You have people who can't act and they get all these parts. Paris Hilton
falls into her own category. She's made a career out of it 
~Kate Hudson

I don't know if people really want to know how I feel about drugs. I'm
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not such a stickler. I believe you can choose to live your life any way
you want 
~Kate Hudson

When in doubt, wear white. I think white is a very important color just
spiritually, and I think when you're feeling that way white is a great color
to wear. 
~Kate Hudson

If it's a big hit, fantastic. If it's not, then it's not. I don't worry about my
work 
~Kate Hudson

To do high fashion, you have to go into a little bit of a higher price point.

~Kate Hudson

I gained 60 pounds, and I'm proud of it. Why do I need to watch my
weight when I'm pregnant? I could eat whatever the hell I want to eat. 
~Kate Hudson

Somebody can become a celebrity for being stupid. That is what it's
turned into 
~Kate Hudson
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